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BRIEF ON EXCEPTIONS OF THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS

   

The People of the State of Illinois ( the People ), by and through the Illinois Attorney 

General, Lisa Madigan, respectfully submit this Brief on Exceptions in accordance with Section 

200.830 of the Rules of Practice of the Illinois Commerce Commission ( Commission  or 

ICC ), 83 Ill. Admin. Code § 200.830, and the schedule established by the Administrative Law 

Judge on December 11, 2007. 

Summary of the People s position  

In this proceeding, the Commission reviews the Ameren Illinois Utilities 

( Ameren ) initial procurement plan ( the Plan ) in accordance with newly enacted PA 

95-481.   The Proposed Order includes a comprehensive presentation of the issues in this 

case and the parties positions on those issues.  Ultimately, the Proposed Order concludes 

that the Plan, as modified in the order, will ensure adequate, reliable, affordable, 

efficient, and environmentally sustainable electric service at the lowest total cost over 

time, taking into account any benefits of price stability, as required by PA 56-481, 220 

ILCS 5/16-111.5.  (Proposed Order at 96.) 
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The People take exception to only one of the sections in the Proposed Order  the 

analysis and conclusion relating to hedging and risk assessment.  (Proposed Order at 43-

45).   The Proposed Order modifies the Plan to require Ameren to increase the hedging 

ratio during certain summer peak hours.  While this is an improvement over the Plan that 

Ameren initially proposed in this docket, Ameren customers would still be required to 

bear all of the load and price risk at other times.  To address this problem, the People 

propose minor modifications to the Proposed Order that will help to ensure that Ameren 

customers do in fact receive affordable . . . electric service at the lowest total cost over 

time, taking into account any benefits of price stability.  PA 95-481, 220 ILCS 5/16-

111.5.   

The Proposed Order should be modified to grant Ameren 
discretion to increase hedge ratios to minimize costs to customers     

The Proposed Order recognizes the possible adverse impact on customers 

associated with Ameren s initial proposal to rely exclusively on the spot market to 

purchase electricity when customer demand exceeds Ameren s forecast.  (Proposed Order 

at 45.)  To protect customers against this adverse impact, the Proposed Order modifies 

the plan by requiring Ameren to use forward contracts to meet 110% of the load 

projected in the forecast for the on-peak hours of July and August 2008.  Id.   This 

requirement is based in part on an Ameren analysis that indicates that a hedging ratio 

above 1.0 could protect customers against a coincidental rise in load and prices.   

(Proposed Order at 45, citing Ameren Supplemental Reply at 20.)    

The People s witness, Robert McCullough, presents electricity price data showing 

that over a historical period, hedge ratios of 1.40 and 1.25 would have minimized daily 

price volatility during summer peak and off-peak hours.  (AG Ex. 2.0, at 7-9.)  Based on 

this data Mr. McCullough recommends that Ameren purchase forward contracts in 
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amounts that exceed forecasted load during summer on-peak hours and, to a lesser extent, 

during summer off-peak and non-summer peak hours.  (AG Ex. 2.0, at 13.)   The 

Proposed Order does not distinguish between Mr. McCullough s empirical analysis of 

historical data and his recommendations for the future.  Instead, the Proposed Order 

discusses conclusions that the People s witness seems to suggest (Proposed Order at 

44) and then rejects that which seems to be suggested as too extreme.   (Proposed 

Order at 45.)   Some clarifying language is offered below to re-focus the Proposed Order 

on points expressly articulated in Mr. McCullough s affidavits.  

In light of the evidence showing that hedge ratios of up to 1.40 may in some cases 

be needed to minimize daily price volatility, the People respectfully request that (in 

addition to requiring Ameren to make forward purchases of 110% of the forecast demand 

for July and August 2008) the Commission grant Ameren discretion to purchase 

additional forward contracts to cover up to 140% of load during summer on-peak hours 

and 125% of load during summer off-peak and non-summer peak hours.  The People also 

request that the prudency of Ameren s decisions as to whether to purchase in the spot or 

forward markets should be subject to annual review by the Commission. 

Giving Ameren discretion to increase hedge ratios and making the exercise of that 

discretion subject to prudence review will shift some of the price and load risk from 

Ameren s customers to Ameren  the party that is best able to manage that risk.  At 

present, Ameren s customers bear all of the price and load risk associated with these 

purchases.  That is, customers are automatically required to cover 100% of the costs that 

Ameren incurs to purchase electricity when load exceeds the forecast  which gives 

Ameren no incentive to minimize the costs of such purchases.  Granting discretion to 

increase hedge ratios and making the exercise of that discretion subject to prudence 
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review will give Ameren a much needed incentive to find the combination of spot and 

forward purchases that minimizes costs to customers.   

The People s recommended modifications to the Proposed Order  

As discussed in the preceding section, the People respectfully request the 

following modifications to page 31 of the Proposed Order to more accurately reflect the 

material presented in Mr. McCullough s affidavits which, unlike the People s 

pleadings, have been admitted into evidence in this docket: 

The AG filed Supplemental Comments on November 28, 2007, 
supported by an affidavit from Robert McCullough. The AG argues that 
the Commission should require the utility to limit spot market purchases to 
non-summer off-peak periods to reduce costs to consumers. (AG Supp. 
Comments at 2-3) The AG states that Ameren s proposed procurement 
plan relies primarily on forward contracts for standard products with the 
remainder of the portfolio to be purchased in the spot market.  (AG Supp. 
Comments at 2-3.)  The AG maintains that the proposed spot market 
purchases expose customers to significant price risk.    

The AG claims its analysis, which is discussed further below, 
shows that costs to consumers would be reduced if Ameren were to limit 
spot market purchases during the summer and during on-peak non-
summer 

 

to non-summer off-peak periods.  The AG believes that during 
the rest of the year, hedging is more cost-effective. 

 

That is,

 

Using 
historical data,

 

Mr. McCullough shows that in some cases costs to 
consumers would be reduced if Ameren were to purchase electricity in the 
forward markets as insurance for those instances when their forecasts of 
demand during the summer and on-peak non-summer periods are too low.  

The AG requests

 

Mr. McCullough recommends that the Commission 
condition approval of the Ameren procurement plan on modifications to 
the plans that would eliminate

 

limit spot purchases throughout the summer 
and during on-peak non-summer periods. The AG also wants the 
Commission to require Ameren to specify the standard forward products 
that they propose to procure as a substitute for those spot purchases. The 
AG claims these modifications will protect Ameren customers from price 
risk, as required by PA 95-0481.     
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The People also respectfully request the following modifications to pages 44-45 

of the Proposed Order: 

To meet the remaining requirements of its bundled customers 
requirements, Ameren will acquire the physical energy via the MISO day-
ahead and real-time energy market and will enter into financial swap 
contracts to hedge price exposure.  Ameren plans to procure financial 
swap products for the following contract quantities and terms during the 
initial planning period of June 1, 2008 through May 31, 2009:  

Annual    7x24   200 MW 
January/February  5x16   200 MW 
June     5x16   175 MW 
September    5x16   175 MW 
July/August    5x16   325 MW 
4th Quarter (Q4)   5x16     75 MW 

Ameren proposes to use a hedging ratio of 0.9 for the summer and 
non-summer on-peak and off-peak periods.  (Plan at 22)  

The AG wants Ameren to acquire additional forward contracts 
such that, except during non-summer off-peak hours, Ameren would not 
be required, or allowed, to make purchases on the spot market.  The AG s 
witness recommends seems to suggest that during summer on-peak hours

 

Ameren should be required to maintain a hedge ratio of 1.40  purchase 
forward contracts in amounts that exceed projected requirements during 
summer on-peak hours and, to a lesser extent, during summer off-peak and 
non-summer peak hours .  (AG Ex. 2.0, at 13.)  His recommendation is 
based on price data showing that over a historical period, a hedge ratio of 
1.40 minimizes daily price volatility during summer peak periods and a 
hedge ratio of 1.25 minimizes daily price volatility during summer

 

off-
peak and non-summer peak periods. (AG Ex. 2.0, at 7-9.) 

 

He also seems 
to suggest that during off-peak hours, Ameren should be required to 
maintain a hedge ratio of 1.25.  He claims that hedge ratios of 1.40 and 
1.25 minimize price volatility.    

Among other things,

 

tThe AG asserts

 

also presents evidence 
showing that forward electric prices tend to be higher during on-peak 
periods.  Based in part on this evidence

 

assumption, the AG recommends 
that the Commission condition approval of Ameren s Plan on 
modifications to the plan that would limit

 

eliminate spot purchases 
throughout the summer and during the on-peak non-summer periods.  The 
AG s recommendation is also founded in its analyses regarding the cost of 
hedging which is summarized above.  

In its Supplemental Reply, Ameren indicates that it plans to 
purchase 100% of its customers needs

 

forecasted load, which are

 

is not 
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provided by preexisting SFCs or from qualifying facilities, in the spot 
markets.  Ameren suggests that the AG s proposal should not be taken 
literally with regard to spot market purchases but, should only be 
considered with regard to the hedging ratio that is adopted in this 
proceeding.    

As explained in more detail above, Ameren complains, among 
other things, that while the AG s analysis may be applicable to ComEd 
and Northern Illinois, it is not applicable to Ameren and Central Illinois.  
Additionally, Ameren asserts that the AG s analysis does not support a 
conclusion that Ameren s forward position should significantly exceed 
forecasted load during peak periods.  While Ameren acknowledges that 
over-hedging will protect against a coincident rise in loads and prices, it 
claims the negative consequences from over-hedging will be compounded 
in the event of coincident decrease in load and price.   

Ameren insists that as the hedge ratio diverges from near 1.0 the 
range of expected costs widens significantly.  Ameren emphasizes that 
while it does not agree with Mr. McCullough s recommendations, should 
the Commission determine that it is more appropriate to utilize a hedge 
ratio higher than the one proposed by Ameren, it is critical that the 
Commission not adopt the language used in the AG s Supplemental 
Comments.    

The Commission has reviewed all of the information provided by 
the parties regarding this issue, including the data in Appendix A to 
Ameren s Plan.  As an initial matter, the Commission believes the AG s 
position, at least to the extent it argues that quantities subscribed should 
exceed projected requirements, warrants some consideration.  Ameren 
performed extensive analyses of various hedging ratios, and the results of 
some of those analyses support consideration of this notion.  The 
Commission finds, however, that the specific modification to Ameren s 
Plan, as proposed by the AG, cannot be adopted at this time. The 
Commission believes that prohibiting purchases from the spot market 
except during non-summer off-peak hours is simply too extreme.  The 
Commission is also concerned that requiring Ameren to purchase so much 
excess supply for so many hours would likely result in additional costs as 
Ameren suggests.  

  

While Ameren has explained why it chose a hedging ratio of 0.9,

 

tThe Commission is remains somewhat concerned about the possible 
adverse impact on customers that could result if prices during the summer 
on-peak hours increase more than anticipated.  In fact, Ameren s own 
analyses seem to suggest that a hedging ratio above 1.0 might be 
appropriate during summer on-peak hours to protect against a 
coincidental rise in load and prices. (Ameren Supplemental Reply at 20).     
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 Accordingly, the Commission directs Ameren to increase modify 

its Plan to incorporate a the hedging ratio of to1.10 for the on-peak hours 
of July and August 2008. Ameren acknowledges that over hedging will 
protect against a coincidental rise in load and prices. (Ameren 
Supplemental Reply at 20)  In addition, the Commission grants Ameren 
discretion to purchase additional forward contracts to cover up to 140% of 
load during summer on-peak hours and 125% of load during summer off-
peak and non-summer peak hours.  The prudency of Ameren s decisions 
as to whether to purchase in the spot or forward markets will be subject to 
annual review by the Commission.

  

The Commission believes that these modifications

 

to Ameren s 
Plan are

 

is reasonable and will provide adequate price protection when it is 
most likely to be important.  This modification appears to mitigate many 
of Ameren s concerns about significantly increasing the hedging ratio 
above 1.0.  Having reviewed all of the information provided by the parties, 
the Commission concludes that these

 

modest modifications are

 

is

 

appropriate given current market conditions.  All things considered, the 
Commission concludes that this modification to Ameren s Plan strikes the 
proper balance between price protection, allocation of risk and other 
factors.    

Conclusion  

For the foregoing reasons, the People of the State of Illinois respectfully request 

that the Commission revise the Proposed Order as set forth herein.  

December 13, 2007    Respectfully Submitted,        

By:    /s/   ____________           _

        

Susan Hedman 
Senior Assistant Attorney General  

Elias D. Mossos 
Assistant Attorney General  

Office of the Illinois Attorney General 
100 West Randolph Street, 11th Floor 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
Telephone: (312) 814-7203 
Fax: (312) 814-3212 
E-Mail: shedman@atg.state.il.us 
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